REGIONAL MEMORANDUM
No. 367, s. 2021

SURVEY ON TEACHERS WITH SKILLS ON ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION – 3
AND FILIPINO SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION

To: Schools Division Superintendents

1. The Department of Education through the Bureau of Learning Delivery-Student Inclusion Division (BLD-SID) and the Bureau of Learning Resources-Learning Resources Production Division (BLR-LRPD) will conduct an online survey on the availability of teachers with skills in using Electronic Publication version 3 (EPUB-3) and experts on Filipino Sign Language Interpretation between April 12-30, 2021.

2. The respondents of this survey are teachers (Regular and Special Education) and Division and Regional Learning Resources Supervisors. The survey questionnaire can be accessed through the MS Form https://forms.office.com/r/B6Sx8QStfB.

3. For information and clarifications, please contact Ms. Salvacion C. Olnares, Supervising Education Program Specialist through email address salvacion.olinares@deped.gov.ph.

4. For information and guidance.

TOLENTINO G. AQUINO
Director IV

Encl.: DM-OUCI-2021-117
Reference: DM-OUCI-2021-117
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MEMORANDUM
DM-CI-2021-04-11

FOR : REGIONAL DIRECTORS
SCHOOLS-DIVISION SUPERINTENDENTS

FROM : DIOSDADO M. SAN ANTONIO
Undersecretary for Curriculum and Instruction

SUBJECT : SURVEY ON TEACHERS WITH SKILLS ON
ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION – 3 AND FILIPINO
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION

DATE : April 7, 2021

The Department of Education through the Bureau of Learning Delivery - Student Inclusion Division (BLD-SID) and the Bureau of Learning Resources - Learning Resources Production Division (BLR-LRPD) will conduct an online Survey on the availability of teachers with skills in using Electronic Publication version 3 (EPUB-3) and experts on Filipino Sign Language Interpretation between April 12-30, 2021.

The survey aims to determine the capacity of the regions to convert Self-Learning Modules (SLMs) into accessible Electronic Publication version 3 (EPUB 3) with embedded Filipino Sign Language (FSL) interpretation through in-house workshops or to procure a service provider. Also, the results will help the Central Office designing professional development program for teachers and supervisors in-charge of learning resources.

The respondents of this survey are teachers (Regular and Special Education) and Division and Regional Learning Resource Supervisors. The survey questionnaire can be accessed through the MS Form https://forms.office.com/r/B6Sx8QOSAB.

For more information and/or clarifications, please contact Salvacion C. Olianares, Supervising Education Program Specialist through her email address at salvacion.olinares@deped.gov.ph.

Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.